NAPLAN Language Conventions Year 5 2008

Quick Answers

1. swimming
2. number
3. friends
4. great
5. competed
6. popular
7. vanilla
8. muscle
9. astronauts
10. opposite
11. shoulder
12. button
13. effects
14. volume
15. millions
16. oxygen
17. properly
18. since
19. lizard
20. climb
21. taste
22. version
23. marathon
24. fitness
25. disappointed
26. buy
27. that
28. are going
29. so
30. in
31. Dad, Jo and Anna swam across the lake.
32. third bubble – after “tennis”
33. rang
34. “Why didn’t you bring your cap?” asked John.
35. woken
36. or
37. meant
38. My sister didn’t have any money. Neither did I.
39. He said to be quick, so we ran.
40. Sam, who is only three, had to stay with Mum.
41. enormous
42. Dad said, “Time for bed.”
43. He and his sister had a canoe.
44. second and third bubbles
45. first bubble – Dad’s
46. They were carrying things upstairs and stacking them on the floor.
47. on going
48. of
49. When Dad asked Li, “How was school?”, she just shrugged.

50. first and third bubbles